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Introduction
If you are looking for ways to improve your acquisition
strategy, you can learn a lot from the unparalleled success of
The Romans. They built a huge empire with what in business
terms would be considered limited manpower and very
minimal share of the marketplace. All achieved with no maps,
no technology and no precedent from which to follow.
Within 53 years, without an email or iPhone in sight, the small
republic conquered practically all of the inhabited world. And
the genius of their strategy was its simplicity.
No complex structure or processes were involved. Their model
was based on one primary focus and their success was based
on its consistency.
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“The Romans had a
workable model which they
recreated time and again”.
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Their precise goal, which they stuck to rigidly, was to build

An efficient acquisition with almost immediate and obvious

their army. Rather than imposing their culture, religion,

benefits is a coup for any business leader. Why overcomplicate

politics or taxes on conquered civilians, they allowed them to

a process which has the potential to be simple?

continue to live as they always had, asking only for troops to
increase the size of their army. At a time when sheer volume

Whilst other conquerors wanted to lead defeated territories,

of soldiers was all that won wars, this was the goal with the

the Romans’ willingness to allow the locals to lead and

most ROI.

manage their affairs, created limited civil unrest, required
little resource and involved minimal governance. Yet their

They took the same approach in each area they defeated.

army grew and they could move quickly and efficiently onto

They built alliances, rather than ruled. They had a workable

their next territory.

model which they recreated time and again. That was their
mission and they stuck to it.

A large percentage of acquisitions are won or lost on the
engagement of employees, so business leadership teams

As an acquiring business, streamlining your wish-list for each

would perhaps equally benefit from allowing organic

acquisition might be prudent. Initially concentrating on just

integration between allied businesses and their management

a small number of specific goals, such as merging skill-sets

teams rather than forced adaptions in the early stages.

or increasing your product/service set, would quickly deliver
some clarity on the key benefits of the merger.

Retaining the current leadership team but working alongside
them, as the Romans did, would build relationships and show

This would improve brand perception amongst employees,

commitment to a united vision.

stakeholders and customers.
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Change can feel unstable and the only way to negate that

If your acquisition plan is aggressive and you plan to

perception is to throw much manpower, time, finances and

continually double in size, it’s impossible to manage it

well-delivered communications at it. This is something that

all yourself. Choose the right companies with the right

the Romans and many acquiring businesses simply don’t

leadership and outlook will mean you won’t need to impose

have. What’s the answer? Don’t create unnecessary change

your leadership methods. Why fix what isn’t broken when

that you can’t manage.

goals can be achieved with minimal fuss?

This approach could deliver great ROI. Employee buy-in is

A great way to include the incoming leadership team is to

priceless. Losing employees and their valuable knowledge

make them feel part of the bigger picture. The Romans lived in

because your acquisition causes anxiety or unrest is a costly

their newly conquered territories and integrated themselves

consequence of not carefully managing the integration. A

amongst the locals. Integrating leaders between businesses

motivated and engaged workforce is a productive workforce

can do much for unity and shared vision as well as helping to

and these emotions are cultivated in a harmonised, stable

fine tune key processes and share valuable knowledge and

environment: something it’s very difficult to achieve if

expertise.

employees feel that their place of work is unravelling.
Rather than making citizens feel threatened, the Romans
made them feel protected. When you achieve that with
employees of a newly acquired business, you have laid strong
foundations for success.
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“Romans rewarded achievement rather than inherited
status and allowed mobility through the ranks for citizens
who helped them to conquer”.
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The Romans also offered Roman citizenship to some, which
would allow them the vote. This offer had a tier system so
different people from different territories were offered
different incentives and benefits, again securing their loyalty
and compliance. Romans rewarded achievement rather than
inherited status and allowed mobility through the ranks for
citizens who helped them to conquer. This was perhaps
employee incentivisation in its rawest and earliest form. It
worked then and continues to work now.

We hope you have
enjoyed this paper.
Please let us have
your feedback and
suggestions for future
topics you would like us
to cover.

The republic made it clear that being conquered, whilst
involving adherence to minimal agreements, would offer a
wealth of benefits from protection to improved wealth and
social mobility. If your acquisition team could develop the
same reputation, with this carrot-not-stick approach, your
empire could know no bounds.
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ABOUT LARATO
Larato are business development experts. We understand how buyers buy
and suppliers compete, helping sales sell more. Our team of independent
experts are helping businesses win business everyday by bringing marketing
and communications together with strategy and business development.
To grow, we believe that a business needs both an external perspective,
the “Outside in” and an internal perspective, the “Inside out”. Efficient and
sustainable growth happens when these two perspectives align with buyers’
needs and beliefs.
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